PAID IN FULL

USC DPT alumnus David Russak paid off his student loans in just seven years. Now, hoping to help physical therapists and other allied health professionals take their personal finance game to the next level, Russak has launched Money Mobilizer, a personal blog chock full of financial insights and strategies to maximize your income.

READ MORE

RECAP:
APTA CSM 2022

USC made its mark on the premier physical therapy conference in the United States, leading a number of educational presentations, sharing research findings with their

FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES:
Jesse Phillips DPT ’12
Senior Performance Physical Therapist, L.A. Clippers

A final rotation during his DPT studies eventually led Jesse Phillips to a coveted position with the L.A.
colleagues and taking home a few prestigious awards.  

Clippers, serving as the senior performance physical therapist. Find out what it took to land the dream job.

READ MORE

READ MORE

STORY IDEAS?

Have story ideas for future edition of inMotion Monthly? Email us at ptcomm@usc.edu.